
  



 

 

 

 

 

The Straight Alpha Male’s Guide to Faggot Financial Domination 

It’s all about domination…power…testosterone…it’s all about you! 

 

By Todd Gunter 
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— PART ONE — 

 

If you’re like me, you spent all your youth and have spent most of your adulthood chasing pussy and paying 

the price. Let’s face it. Women are all that and a ball of wax, but they 

are expensive as fuck. Getting laid shouldn’t cost you a thing. Who 

needs concert tickets and dinners out just to get your dick off? A 

blowjob should come courtesy of your working out, attending to your 

body, and maintaining your studly self. Price paid, right? Yet chicks 

insist on being pampered before you stick your dick in them. Isn’t it 

about time you got treated well just for being your hot alpha self? 

 

This is where faggots come in. Sure. I hear you. Faggots are 

disgusting, vile creatures who have done nothing but bother you all 

your life. You can’t turn around in public these days without spotting 

some dude checking you out like they’re a chick, staring at your big 

bulge with their mouth watering. You can feel their faggot energy 



invading your space and wish they would just get out of your face and find a boyfriend or something to keep 

them occupied. 

 

What if I told you that you could focus all your hate for faggots 

right back onto them and make a fortune in the process? Sounds 

too good to be true, but it’s my reality. Instead of being bothered 

by these poor excuses for men, I now get to take out all of my 

aggression on them while they play me for the privilege of 

abusing them. Re-read that sentence if you must. It took me 

some time to fully understand the dynamic but I am now ready to 

share with you how it all works. Soon, you too, will have a stable 

of faggots paying for your every luxury, and financing your quest 

for pussy. 

 

 

 



Understanding the Dynamic 

 

As it turns out, faggots know they are less than real men and far, far from straight alpha males like you and 

me. They realize they are disgusting, vile creatures who do disgusting things to get off. They accept their 

place in society and their only true goal is to serve straight men like us. They are willing to work hard and 

give all of themselves for our pleasure. This includes paying 

us to degrade and abuse them just so they can feel fulfilled. 

It’s a difficult thing to comprehend and took me quite a while 

to fully understand. It goes against everything you’ve been 

taught as a man and goes against one’s own nature to 

imagine feeling this way. All I can say is that it’s true. And 

you don’t have to take my word for it. Just do an internet 

search for faggot beliefs and faggot truths and you’ll hear it straight from their mouths. Following is a 

summary from a declaration written by a faggot and it sums up how they feel about themselves and straight 

men. I’ve included the full declaration in the appendix for those of you who wish to learn more. I turn back to 

this from time to time to remind myself of my superiority and to guide me towards my treatment of fags. 



 

A FAGGOT’S DECLARATION 

 
I am a lowly, twisted, ALPHA male worshipping, fucked up, slutty whore faggot, whose only desire is to be used, abused, 

and screwed up in the head by a real man.  

Faggots love and worship YOU ONLY. I've met too many 'straight' guys who are pussies and wimps. They are weak and 

lack character and are often pro-gay and accepting. These lesser males do not have the genetic makeup necessary to be 

naturally violent, rough and self-serving like any ALPHA MALE would know through instinct.  

 

I have come to accept what I am and what it means. I'm a fucked up queer and want nothing more than for you to use me 

for your pleasure. I know I am basically worthless and am willing to sink to the deepest lows to pleasure an ALPHA. I find 

no pleasure or attraction to wimpy straight males or other faggots. I will forever seek out only ALPHA MALES because of 

their superiority, natural aggressiveness, demanding and cocky attitude, and ability to be abusive both physically and 

mentally. 

 

An ALPHA MALE will have no agenda other than using you as an object of entertainment in order to get off. It is not 

uncommon to feel like a blowup doll when an ALPHA MALE is using you to get his rocks off. You will fall for him very 

quickly and be grateful to him for every abusive and humiliating action he takes upon you. It is a faggot’s nature to revel in 

this and find great pleasure in pleasing an ALPHA. When you are with an ALPHA MALE you will come to realize that they 

are providing you the tools to finally find out what you were born to do. They are a gift of nature and deserving of special 

rights. They are stronger and rougher than any other type of male. Upon realizing your only purpose as a faggot is to 

please a real man, you will come to realize through his extreme abuse, that he is providing you the greatest gift of 

all…self-understanding and acceptance. I've learned that I need never aspire to be straight because I am born inferior to 

an ALPHA and will never be able to mimic them or fool anyone. This acceptance allows me to be free and seek 

punishment for being a faggot. 

 

An ALPHA will never show you compassion, never have any romantic feelings for you, and will never desire to have you 

as a friend. This will be painful at first but it will come to provide great pleasure soon enough. Know that all faggots are 

born to be little more than a Human Fleshlight. You are just a body and face that superior men should use as a jack off 



tool. Your mouth is made for nothing more than to fuck and your throat is there to be choked. Your true role in life is to 

provide entertainment to ALPHAs through your humiliation.  

 

TO MY ALPHA MALE HEROES 

 

Beginning with my father’s abusing and molesting me as a kid I learned the importance of taking care of superior men 

early in life. My father’s only focus was get himself off. After much practice and training, he was choking me with his big 

cock and facefucking me violently and without concern for my well-being. I am so grateful for the times he would hold me 

on his cock, choking me until I was a second from passing out. He'd follow this up by smacking my head and spitting on 

my dirty faggot face. Gay men and many other lesser men know in their heart and soul, whether they are willing to admit it 

or not, that WHITE, STRAIGHT, COCKY, BIG-DICKED ALPHA MALES are superior to them and deserving of special 

treatment and rights.  

 

FOR ALPHA MALES  

 

I pray you will continue to Abuse and Humiliate dirty queers like me so that you can release your anger and hatred for 

faggots onto me where it belongs. I exist solely for your entertainment. I honor and bless the true ALPHA MALES of this 

world and pray that you always find use for a faggot. Fear not as we love you deeply for so many reasons, sick as they 

may be. Nothing on Earth serves higher that a straight, white, strong-bodied, aggressive, self-serving, cocky male human 

being. 

 

We queers are grateful for the abuse, humiliation, bullying, and violence you provide us. ALPHAS are meant to inflict pain. 

Alpha pain infliction is faggot pleasure. We are grateful for your use of derogatory names. We love when search your 

brain to find ways to get more and more twisted and angry because it seems to increase your pleasure so greatly. We 

pray for you to sexually abuse us, and forever fuck us up, mentally and physically, while we grow more and more addicted 

to your amazing cock and true masculinity. 

 

 

 



 

THE GOD GIVEN RIGHTS OF ALL ALPHA MALES 

 
1. To verbally abuse, degrade, embarrass and humiliate anyone deemed a faggot in their presence 

2. To use aggressive force for the purpose of pleasure (including, but not limited to rape) 

3. To join in and form groups with other ALPHAs for entertainment purposes like fag bashing and hardcore group 

rape 

4. To use brainwashing techniques that beat down and do permanent damage to a faggot’s mind for the remainder 

of its pathetic life 

5. To take over all aspects of a faggots life to ensure your well-being and pleasure 

6. To use blackmail when needed to force loyalty through humiliation 

7. To force public exposure which deeply embarrasses a faggot but provides an important warning to others that a 

faggot is in their presence 

8. To expect any faggot to become addicted to you by employing techniques of your choice.  

9. To look within to bring out your true self: selfish, cocky, arrogant, rough, superior, etc.  

10. To engage your natural brutality on a fag. 

11. To limit any ability for a fag to masturbate with chastity devices, surveillance cameras, etc. 

12. To use mind fucks and play tricks on a faggot for your entertainment. 

13. To expect fags to serve as their toilet  

14. To share any fag with their friends against their will 

15. To choke a faggot any way you like (throat, nose, forced breath control) 

16. To force alcohol or drugs upon a fag for your entertainment or sexual pleasure 

17. To further punish a faggot any time they displease you (start off with a hard smack to its head then spit on it and 

continue to do this, increasing your level of violence as required 

 

 

 



 

As you can see from this text, faggots are a very strange, sick group, 

but you can use this to your advantage. They are sexually repressed 

and frothing at the mouth for cock. I’m sure your next question is, “Do 

I have to stick my dick in their mouth?” The short answer is, “No.” 

With a faggot, you don’t have to do anything you don’t want to do. 

You are the supreme alpha in the relationship and can dictate how 

that relationship works. That said, don't for a second think it makes 

you gay if you decide to utilize a faggot’s only talents.  

 

Financial Domination 

 

So you want to know how to make a buck off a faggot? It’s simple and there are so many ways. The easiest 

way is to start a Tumblr blog or Yahoo Group dedicated to you. That’s right. Create a page that is all about 

your alpha male self and post pictures of yourself. Throw out derogatory quotes about queers and the likes 

and before you know it you'll have a growing following. You’ll have faggots asking you for your Amazon wish 



list so they can buy you things. And buy you things they will. In the first 6 months I was on Tumblr I received 

at least 100 items from my Amazon wish list gifted from faggots for doing nothing more than just being 

myself.  

 

Gifts are great, but what about 

cold, hard cash? I hear you. Before 

long, I had faggots asking for my 

PayPal address so that they could 

pay for the next date with my girl. I 

had trouble believing it myself, but 

not more than 15 minutes after I 

sent my address, there it was, $250 

donation to my PayPal account. And yes, we had an awesome time that night. The faggot was happy to 

know he had increased my pleasure while decreasing his funds. What? He enjoyed it? He sure did. He 

couldn’t tell me enough how much it pleased him to know he couldn’t go out that night but that I did and had 

gotten laid. I can’t complain. 



Three years later, I’m proud to say I have a stable of faggots working for me. They attend to my every need 

and beg to pay for all the luxuries in my life. There couldn’t be a more ideal situation. It’s like getting your 

cake and eating it too. South Park had it right all along.  I have more tips to share with you in your quest for 

queer financial domination, but start with a blog or webpage and get to growing your numbers. You’ll 

probably have a story to share of your own by the time you begin part two! 

 

— END PART ONE — 

 

 

  



Appendix 

________________________________ 

 
A FAGGOT’S DECLARATION 

 
I am a lowly, twisted, ALPHA male worshipping, fucked up, slutty whore faggot, whose only desire is to be used, abused, and screwed up in the 
head by a real man. I'd like to share what I've learned about faggots and ALPHAS in my life. Hopefully it will open up some faggots minds and 
also remind the ALPHA that gentle is not what we need. 
 
Faggots love and worship YOU ONLY. I've met too many 'straight' guys who are pussies and wimps. They are weak and lack character and are 
often pro-gay and accepting, some come out as dirty bisexuals upon realization of their status. These lesser males do not have the genetic 
makeup necessary to be naturally violent, rough and self-serving like any ALPHA MALE would know through instinct. ALPHA MALES, as 
opposed to lesser straight men know how to, and find enjoyment in, ensuring a faggot's life is forever fucked because once a faggot has the 
good fortune of being an ALPHA MANs receptacle, it will forever be unsatisfied with anyone who isn't an ALPHA MALE.  
 
Personally, I have come to accept what I am and what it means. I'm a fucked up queer and want nothing more than for you to use me for your 
pleasure. I know I am basically worthless and am willing to sink to the deepest lows to pleasure an ALPHA. I find no pleasure or attraction to 
wimpy straight males or other faggots. I will forever seek out only ALPHA MALES because of their superiority, natural aggressiveness, 
demanding and cocky attitude, and ability to be abusive both physically and mentally. They are often violent while face fucking and produce far 
superior cum in volume, texture, strength and taste. I respect them above all others because they are secure enough in their masculinity to 
ignore many ridiculous rules and laws, and instead follow what is in their nature. A true ALPHA MALE is able to provide a faggot with all of its 
needs just by being himself. A faggot will always look up to and worship straight men and will always worship a straight ALPHA. It is in the nature 
of a faggot.  
 
NOTES FOR CLUELESS DUMB FUCK FAGGOTS 

 

Following I am providing you a good way (from my experience) for ensuring the man you serve is a genuine ALPHA MALE and not being fooled 
by those giving you any less that what you will receive from any true ALPHA MALE. Don't be fooled by frauds or so called ‘straight acting’ 
queers. You’ll learn little about yourself, and the fakers don’t do it well and are easily spotted with experience. If you seek to be with an ALPHA 
MALE, it's essential that you learn to quickly dump anyone who doubts their superiority, acts cocky but can’t back it up, is timid, shows sensitivity 



or is looking out for your wants or needs. If you find out your man is a wannabe 'alpha' when he asks you to dinner or a date, all I can say is RUN 
STUPID QUEER!!! You own your own time and more importantly, the precious time required to provide for an authentic ALPHA MALE -- 
deserving of worship by his vary nature. 
 
FURTHER NOTES 

 

If a supposed 'alpha' fails in treating you as an object by calling you dirty, despicable, humiliating and hateful names while smacking your face 
and spitting on you, then they are highly likely fake. A true ALPHA will have a much larger and thicker cock than yours, and 95% of ALL fags. He 
will be larger in stature and have a confidence never found in queers. An authentic ALPHA MALE will never under any circumstances provide 
you with romance, friendship, or compassion. He will not want to see your little faggot prick. He will never reciprocate sexually in any way due to 
his disgust of what you are and what you do. His actions will constantly remind you of your place because he already knows that you are only a 
cum bucket for his use, a thing to play mind tricks on, to manipulate, to abuse, and to humiliate. In the grand scheme of things this in order for an 
ALPHA to fuck up a faggot's life, as it should be. An ALPHA MALE will have no agenda other than using you as an object of entertainment in 
order to get off. It is not uncommon to feel like a blowup doll when an ALPHA MALE is using you to get his rocks off. You will fall for him very 
quickly and be grateful to him for every abusive and humiliating action he takes upon you. It is a faggot’s nature to revel in this and find great 
pleasure in pleasing an ALPHA. When you are with an ALPHA MALE you will come to realize that they are providing you the tools to finally find 
out what you were born to do. They are a gift of nature and deserving of special rights. They are stronger and rougher than any other type of 
male. Upon realizing your only purpose as a faggot is to please a real man, you will come to realize through his extreme abuse, that he is 
providing you the greatest gift of all…self-understanding and acceptance. I've learned that I need never aspire to be straight because I am born 
inferior to an ALPHA and will never be able to mimic them or fool anyone. This acceptance allows me to be free and seek punishment for being 
a faggot. 
 
An ALPHA will never show you compassion, never have any romantic feelings for you, and will never desire to have you as a friend. This will be 
painful at first but it will come to provide great pleasure soon enough. Know that all faggots are born to be little more than a Human Fleshlight. 
You are just a body and face that superior men should use as a jack off tool. Your mouth is made for nothing more than to fuck and your throat is 
there to be choked. Your true role in life is to provide entertainment to ALPHAs through your humiliation. ALPHAS will use you at their whim. 
Regardless of what you believe, you will become a cock-addicted basket case and you will love it. 
 
If you have any hesitation about a man being less than an ALPHA or if your instinct tells you so, the person is most likely a lesser beta male. A 
beta can easily convert into a queer himself because he likely lacks testosterone and has a small or medium dick. An even bigger nightmare 
situation you can find yourself is that you may end up serving another lowly worthless queer pretending to be 'tough' due to his own neglect in 
looking to find who he truly is. Also faggots have a hard time being naturally abusive and mean. A true alpha will never be affectionate or a 



supporter of ANY stupid faggot ideals and causes. If a male is pro-gay marriage this is a sure signal to run. 
 
TO MY ALPHA MALE HEROES 
 
Beginning with my father’s abusing and molesting me as a kid I learned the importance of taking care of superior men early in life. My father’s 
only focus was get himself off. After much practice and training, by the age of 14, he was choking me with his big cock and facefucking me 
violently and without concern for my well-being. I am so grateful for the times he would hold me on his cock, choking me until I was a second 
from passing out. He'd follow this up by smacking my head and spitting on my dirty faggot face. He never once reciprocated sexually and I am 
grateful for that. Had he, I might see him as a weak straight male, unable to express his God given rights to fuck up and molest his own son. 
Because of my early experience, I have easily found my place in life and love being a toy to STRAIGHT ALPHA MALES. I tell my father at times 
that he helped me to find out who I am. Know with all truth and honestly that I know you are superior in every possible way to a homosexual, 
bisexual, or other beta male. ALPHAs trump all other males. I thank god every day for creating straight, big-dicked, gay-hating ALPHA MALES. 
ALPHA MALES are the highest and greatest examples of a perfected human being. Gay men and many other lesser men know in their heart 
and soul, whether they are willing to admit it or not, that WHITE, STRAIGHT, COCKY, BIG-DICKED ALPHA MALES are superior to them and 
deserving of special treatment and rights.  
 
I love that ALPHA MALES have embraced themselves and love themselves for being confident enough to enjoy their nature. They understand 
that to humiliate, demand, expose, and belittle lesser men is the best way to help them in the end. It is our duty, as faggots, bisexuals, and 
wimpy straight males, to serve ALPHAs.I live to meet even more ALPHAS and always hope to be their cumdump and to be worthy of their rough 
and violent nature.  
 
It is a true gift that ALPHA MALES can spot a faggot right away as we are unable to control our lust and they easily spot our staring at their 
muscles, their perfect bodies, and there big bulges. It is faggot nature and the reason why we need ALPHA MALES to be in control. There is no 
better feeling than having an ALPHA MALE choose me as their cumdump. My face gets flushed and I instantly want to drop to my knees and 
worship them upon first sight. I am sure I look pathetic and everyone around can clearly see that I am a slutty faggot desperate for hot, straight, 
butch, cocky men. When an ALPHA MALE gives me their unmistakable look of contempt, my little cock will start to get hard and shivers shoot 
through me with the realization that it won't be long until I am abused, spit on, pissed on, facefucked, hatefucked, and hopefully humiliated by a 
superior man. It serves to humble me and remind me of how small, pathetic, and lowly I am. Often, an ALPHA MALE will nod with a look of 
contempt at me knowing I will follow them (to a local restroom, his hotel room, or his car). It must feel like being Santa Claus at Christmas to 
them. I cannot wait to, in any way I can, serve this male in his quest to shoot his load and get off. His after workout sweat and smell emphasize 
his superiority. He will focus on me just long enough to make clear my duties. Otherwise, he will likely be watching straight porn and pretending I 
am one of the sluts on screen. I have found that real ALPHA MALES get a thrill from smacking a faggot around, allowing themselves to feel their 



hate for queers and to express it by spitting, pissing, and spraying cum on and in me.  
 
I appreciate every insult I am given and never grow tired of being put in my place. I'm engrossed and turned on with their natural forcefulness. I 
appreciate cutting through the bullshit and getting to business. I love being called faggot, cunt, whore, slut, queer, cocksucker, ‘piece of shit’...the 
list is endless. While the words give me a hard on, I also know I am not worthy of exposing that little dick, because the ALPHA is by nature 
repulsed by my dick and he requires 100% of my attention. The few times an ALPHA asked me to show my dick has been to make fun of it and I 
am happy to comply. It is enjoyable for him to compare sizes and to show his sheer superiority through mass and bulk alone. He will laugh at my 
hard on because he cannot in any way imagine how another man could be so dirty and disgusting to be turned on by sucking another guy's dick. 
I know to open my mouth anytime my superior desires to spit, piss or cum. I do my best to swallow everything. Through experience I have seen 
that faggot sperm is incredibly inferior to the ALPHA's sperm. ALPHAs produce a significantly higher volume of cum, stronger ejaculate, and are 
able to shoot their semen great distances. There are more ways than even I can imagine that ALPHA males are superior to all others in every 
possible way. I have only focused on a few.  
 
Every faggot's purpose is to bolster an ALPHAS confidence. We are here so that you can find your nature, as violent and angry as it need be. 
We require your semen and appreciate your sharing. We are forever your faggots, whores, sluts, cunts, and any other role you would like us to 
take. Faggots come closer and closer to understanding their place when you are so generous as to smack us around, and facefuck and 
throatfuck us with your massive cocks. In my life I have seen lesser males, not fags, but guys who've only slept with women fall for an ALPHA 
and end up understudying the gratitude they owe to their superiors. ALPHA MALES have this in them. They are able to turn a lesser straight guy 
into a fag if they so desire, and they have every right to do so as superior beings. We thrive in being humiliated in public and crave to feel our 
own inferiority (best methods include berating a fag with obscenities). It is common for ALPHAs to recognize a faggot at a young age and quite 
often their presence will make boys go crazy. They are less able to hold in their feelings, and I've seen many an ALPHA using and abusing boys 
in public restrooms. I imagine it would be hard to resist if I were in that situation though I will never know for sure. I can only imagine what 
possessing such a superior brain must feel like.  
 
FOR ALPHA MALES  

 
I pray you will continue to Abuse and Humiliate dirty queers like me so that you can release your anger and hatred for faggots onto me where it 
belongs. I exist solely for your entertainment. I honor and bless the true ALPHA MALES of this world and pray that you always find use for a 
faggot. Fear not as we love you deeply for so many reasons, sick as they may be. Nothing on Earth serves higher that a straight, white, strong-
bodied, aggressive, self-serving, cocky male human being. 
 
We queers are grateful for the abuse, humiliation, bullying, and violence you provide us. ALPHAS are meant to inflict pain. Alpha pain infliction is 



faggot pleasure. We are grateful for your use of derogatory names. We love when search your brain to find ways to get more and more twisted 
and angry because it seems to increase your pleasure so greatly. We pray for you to sexually abuse us, and forever fuck us up, mentally and 
physically, while we grow more and more addicted to your amazing cock and true masculinity. 
 
Forever force us to do as you please. Know that is never us providing you, but rather you providing us with pleasure. These are the gifts you 
provide: skull-fucking our faces, choking us with your hard cocks, smacking up our queer faces, and freely expressing a true males natural 
inclination toward violence, and physical & mental abuse. We love your cocky attitude and smugness. Only ALPHAS provide us their superior 
sperm, sweat, and piss. 
 
In your ability to summon your true spirit and degrade and abuse a faggot, you are finding the truth of your nature and who you are. It is 
reciprocal as we live freely in an environment where we are in your presence and find out what we truly are. Let no one ever doubt your 
superiority. May faggots forever exist to provide you whatever you may need, however dark and demented that may seem to be. 
 
THE GOD GIVEN RIGHTS OF ALL ALPHA MALES 

 

1. To verbally abuse, degrade, embarrass and humiliate anyone deemed a faggot in their presence 
2. To use aggressive force for the purpose of pleasure (including, but not limited to rape) 
3. To join in and form groups with other ALPHAs for entertainment purposes like fag bashing and hardcore group rape 

4. To use brainwashing techniques that beat down and do permanent damage to a faggot’s mind for the remainder of its pathetic life 
5. To take over all aspects of a faggots life to ensure your well-being and pleasure 
6. To use blackmail when needed to force loyalty through humiliation 
7. To force public exposure which deeply embarrasses a faggot but provides an important warning to others that a faggot is in their 
presence 
8. To expect any faggot to become addicted to you by employing techniques of your choice.  
9. To look within to bring out your true self: selfish, cocky, arrogant, rough, superior, etc.  
10. To engage your natural brutality on a fag. 
11. To limit any ability for a fag to masturbate with chastity devices, surveillance cameras, etc. 
12. To use mind fucks and play tricks on a faggot for your entertainment. 
13. To expect fags to serve as their toilet  
14. To share any fag with their friends against their will 
15. To choke a faggot any way you like (throat, nose, forced breath control) 
16. To force alcohol or drugs upon a fag for your entertainment or sexual pleasure 



17. To further punish a faggot any time they displease you (start off with a hard smack to its head then spit on it and continue to do this, 
increasing your level of violence as required. 
 
With all sincerity and never ending gratitude, 
 
Dumb Fag for Alpha Males 

dumbfag4alphamales@gmail.com 
 

 

 

	


